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FUNCTIONS
BIG-BAG BITUMEN PACKAGING PLANT doses the bitumen at a
certain temperature into bags and cools the bag down; the
product consists of Cooling Unit, Service Unit, Dosing Unit
and Packaging Unit

To meet the needs of our customers, we offer a customer-
focused design that takes into account the quantity of
bitumen big bags. We provide a project flow chart, PID
diagram, layout and energy details, as well as application
standards as information

We keep the customers satisfied through top-quality
fabrication, realized to the international standards

Under no circumstances we compromise product’s
standards for the sake of sustainable quality. That’s why
the materials used are weighed accurately by means of a
load cell and added to the batch being produced



advantagesadvantages

The system offers a steady and precise production
thanks to smart sensors and PID automatic control
installed

The plant allows packaging of bitumen with
different penetration values

The plant’s capacity might be increased by adding
additional filling stations depending on the cooling
capability

Since a load cell is used to weigh all the materials
employed in dosing, its measurement accuracy has a
direct impact on the product quality



advantagesadvantages

Product capacity is always automatically
controlled. Each product packaged in big bags are
recorded by means of a bar code

Thanks to accumulation service tank in the system,
the process is sustained, to continue production in
case of a problem

Since process is achieved at ambient temperature
within the system, it does not release heat to
environment. It has no waste management
problem. It causes no noise or smell pollution
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FEATURES

BIGBAG BAG CAPACITY (Max. kg)

BITUMEN PUMP CAPACITY (m3/h)

 ST BBP10

5

models

COOLING CAPACITY (kCal/h)

CAPACITY ( T/h)

TYPE OF PRODUCTION

BITUMEN ACUMULATION TANK CAPACITY (m3)

NUMBER OF FILLING STATIONS

1.300

10

30

500.000

BATCH

2

FILLING STATION CAPACITY (T/h)

FILLING STATION WEIGHT MEASUREMENT

TOTAL POWER (Kw)

5

119
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